ARIES

An informative flow of data or instructions can provide valuable guidance about finances on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th (Full Moon). It can be extra fun to hash through the fine points of a hobby or special interest with a fellow enthusiast on the 8th, 9th, or 10th.

A turnaround that initially seems random may ultimately put a spotlight on an interesting opportunity on the 11th, 12th, 13th, or 14th. Developments on/near the 15th are likely to send some electrifying energy through your relationships outlook. News about an acquaintance, old pal, or secret crush might be eye-opening on the 16th or 17th. Branch out to increase productivity on the 18th, 19th, and/or 20th.

Circumstances may hint that a laid-back strategy is wise on/near the 21st. Near or distant travel could be a hot topic on/near the 22nd (New Moon), and you might successfully embrace a previously discounted possibility. Give a new vision of a relationship or some aspect of your everyday life a chance to establish renewed footing on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th. Treat deadlines or time schedules with special respect on the 29th, 30th, and 31st.

TAURUS

Extra energy can be successfully devoted to a writing project on the 1st, 2nd, and/or 3rd, perhaps including a beautiful update of your resume or an autobiographical work. The authenticity of your personality naturally transmits through your aura, increasing your powers of attraction on the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th (Full Moon). Get creative about messaging related to sales or employment on the 8th, 9th, and/or 10th.

Optimum results can be manifested when you proceed in a systematic fashion on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and/or 15th. Pay special attention to relevant rules and regulations on the 16th and/or 17th, especially if trying a new activity or venturing into unfamiliar territory. Necessity tends to set the pace on the 18th, 19th, and/or 20th.

Purposefully set your intentions regarding money on the 21st and 22nd (New Moon), giving hopes and ambitions some much needed growing space. Make proactive choices to successfully manage stress and promote fitness for yourself and your family on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th. A meeting of minds may ignite some romantic flames on the 29th, 30th, or 31st.
GEMINI

Intuition can help you make a good decision on the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd. Progress related to remodeling or reestablishment can be substantial on the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th (Full Moon.) Shared enthusiasm about future plans is exhilarating on the 8th, 9th, and/or 10th.

With the right preparations, advancement toward a top spot or special goal can be made on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th. Complexities of family dynamics like babysitting, eldercare, or pet watching may need to be ironed out on the 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and/or 20th.

Extra work is required to find and maintain balance between restrictive and expansive influences on/near the 21st. Compasion and acceptance might be major contributors to relationship harmony of the 22nd (New Moon), 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, and 27th, perhaps especially between love mates. Financial possibilities are likely to be looking up, up, up on the 28th, 29th, 30th, and/or 31st.

CANCER

Ancient techniques and practices stir almost magical emotional reactions on the 1st, 2nd, and/or 3rd. Stake a claim or bask in the sunshine of a true sense of belonging on the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th (Full Moon), 8th, 9th, and/or 10th.

Be prepared to make the most of conditions on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and/or 15th, especially in any activities involving newcomers, training, or a steep learning curve. Convoluted messaging could temporarily blur a group's vision of the path forward on the 16th and/or 17th, in business or recreational plans.

Avoid overreactions on/near the 21st, especially if a lot of factors are too up in the air to be predictable. Let dream study, psychic development, and other enjoyable means of looking within work to reduce stress in a healthy way, especially on the 22nd (New Moon), 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and 28th. A soulful journey may include romance or intimate communications on the 29th, 30th, and/or 31st.

LEO

Assessments made with an eye toward the potential for personal benefits are likely to be on the mark on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and/or 7th (Full Moon.) You can successfully institute a policy, initiate an action, or achieve stabilization on the 8th, 9th, or 10th.

Strive to hold satisfactory footing on the 11th and/or 12th, especially when sands shift. A business or romantic connection seems extra sensitive to change
on the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and/or 20th, with either a lightening or a tightening of connectivity likely to occur.

A group, organization, influencer, or representative has important information to share on/near the 21st, maybe via an unusual method. Conditions for gaining desired approval or assistance may become more favorable on/near the 22nd (New Moon.) Love is poetic on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st, if viewed realistically rather than through rose colored glasses.

VIRGO

Organize your thoughts surrounding some very personal issues on the 1st, 2nd, and/or 3rd. Positive thinking boosts mental, emotional, and maybe physical vitality, too, on the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th (Full Moon), and 8th. A definitive yes in one area might be balanced by an unwavering no in another on the 9th and/or 10th.

Changing tastes could mean that an activity that once was fun seems less so on the 11th, 12th, or 13th. A playful flirtation might take a turn in a more serious direction on the 14th, 15th, 16th, or 17th. Each has his or her own reasons for cooperation on the 18th, 19th, and/or 20th, but working together can bring benefits to all.

You may detect early signals that a shift in the tide is imminent on/near the 21st. Feedback received on/near the 22nd (New Moon) provides guidance that can be useful when plotting a course forward. A new phase related to progress or prosperity advances on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and/or 28th. Fitness interests may pick up steam on the 29th, 30th, and 31st.

LIBRA

If a friend or trusted confidante tells you that you are over-analyzing something or someone on the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd, he or she is probably correct. A metaphorical breath of fresh air might revitalize financial prospects or career aspirations on the 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th (Full Moon), or 8th. You are likely to experience mixed emotions regarding an altered plan or invitation on the 9th or 10th.

Strive for constructive perspective if you catch yourself taking a disruption of the status quo too personally on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and/or 15th. Study of the chakra energy centers said to be influential to the human body and spirit can be exceptionally bountiful on the 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th, especially in conjunction with healthy yoga or meditation.

Circumstances are likely to encourage formulation of an outline or embrace of a plan on the 21st and/or 22nd (New Moon), along with the setting of a meaningful intention. There could be something unusually soulful or romantic about a coincidence on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and/or 28th. An element of a plan that may recently have drifted far afield can be neatly corralled on the 29th, 30th, or 31st.
SCORPIO

Your mate might put a decision into your hands or your love interest might make it clear that the next move is up to you on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, or 7th (Full Moon.) Circumstances of the 8th, 9th, and/or 10th may be nudging you toward greater independence in your working life or on your educational path.

Healthy habits can help sustain vitality, perhaps especially so on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th. Retracing your steps might be the best plan for finding a lost item or making up for lost time on the 16th or 17th. Peace of mind seems to go hand in hand with the maintenance of reasonable expectations on the 18th, 19th, and 20th.

Appreciate the calming vibes of each quiet moment on/near the 21st, whether plentiful or few. Passionate emotions bring meaningful intensity to special communications or entertainments on the 22nd (New Moon), 23rd, and/or 24th, especially those of a romantic variety. Friendly perspective makes it easy to extend the benefit of the doubt in a personal relationship on the 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, and/or 31st.

SAGITTARIUS

You can accomplish much from outside the spotlight's glare on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th (Full Moon), and 8th. Balanced give and take on the 9th and/or 10th can restore stability to a relationship that has lately gone through fluctuations.

A broad range of options may need to be narrowed before a confident choice can be made on the 11th, 12th, 13th, or 14th. Comparing notes with a loved one or talking things through with a trusted mentor might help you organize your thoughts or feelings on the 15th, 16th, and/or 17th. A theme that reemerges on the 18th, 19th, or 20th might be familiar enough to boost your confidence about how best to proceed.

A concentrated effort begun on/near the 21st, 22nd (New Moon), 23rd, or 24th could pave the way for desirable future transformation. Throwing good money after bad might be particularly unwise on/near the 25th. Your comfort zone is a heartfelt, empowering, and potentially healthy place to be on the 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st.

CAPRICORN

Making money and having fun could be a realistic scenario that unfolds on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and/or 7th (Full Moon.) Careful scrutiny can reveal ways that a weakness can be successfully reinforced on the 8th, 9th, or 10th.
You can peer straight through a problem to see the outline of a solution on/near the 11th. People may find some unusual ways to connect in the virtual world or in real life on the 12th, 13th, 14th, and/or 15th, with necessity birthing some interesting ingenuity. Romantic communications are likely to be as warm and welcome as sunshine on the 16th and/or 17th. You can expand your knowledge regarding relevant health or safety information in some exceptionally promising ways on the 18th, 19th, and/or 20th.

A new phase of rewarding work or service seems poised to begin on/near the 21st, 22nd (New Moon), 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and/or 28th. Creativity is exceptionally vibrant and unrestrained on the 29th, 30th, and/or 31st.

AQUARIUS

The tempo moves along at a jaunty pace when your curiosity is piqued whether at work or home on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and/or 7th (Full Moon.) Extra will power might be required to make necessary adjustments on the 8th, 9th, and/or 10th.

You can successfully begin to put a nice plan into action on the 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and/or 15th, especially one involving education, career, or health. Stay alert for indications that sentimentality might be interfering with common sense and reason, especially on the 16th and 17th. Trust and commitment are required when seeing a project or obligation through from start to finish on the 18th, 19th, and/or 20th.

Everyday life has its complexities on/near the 21st and 22nd (New Moon) and you might sometimes feel like you are embroiled in a strategic chess match. Considerations related to partnership, family, or pets could factor into changes effecting living conditions or personal plans on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and/or 28th. If a choice has not worked out well in the past, it might be wise to choose differently if similar conditions arise on/near the 29th. Enthusiasm for a worthy cause fires up spirited cooperation on the 30th or 31st.

PISCES

Communications lead in some adventurous directions regarding friendship, love, or business on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th (Full Moon), and/or 8th. A connection carefully nurtured over time is a treasure of immeasurable value and might prove especially so on the 9th or 10th.

A rekindled love affair, job opportunity, or hobby can be the reason for a powerful second wind on/near the 11th. A dear one with specialized clairvoyance or creative talent may have something exceptionally interesting to share on the 12th, 13th, 14th, and/or 15th. Body, mind, and spirit can be vitalized through healthful meditation, visualization, or experimentation with appropriate crystals and gemstones on the 16th and/or 17th. Independent self-expression is likely to be well-received on the 18th, 19th, and 20th.
Your inner world and dreams are vivid with imaginative energy on/near the 21st. Home and caring support can create a comforting emotional sanctuary on the 22nd (New Moon), 23rd, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, and/or 28th. There are encouraging reasons for romantic hopes to be running high on the 29th, 30th, and/or 31st.